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Comment 2
Good hook
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Strikethrough.
Comment 5
"are also inexpensive"
T ry to use f ewer words to say the smae thing.
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Verb
Verbs need to be conjugated f or tense and to agree with their subject.
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Comment 7
I don't really understand what alkaloids, peptides, alcohols, or aldehydes are.
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Verbs need to be conjugated f or tense and to agree with their subject.
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they have
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Verbs need to be conjugated f or tense and to agree with their subject.
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Verbs need to be conjugated f or tense and to agree with their subject.
Additional Comment
will become, or becomes
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Comment 11
T his is a complex idea, but you present it very clearly.
QM

WC
Word choice error:
Sometimes choosing the correct word to express exactly what you have to say is very dif f icult
to do. Word choice errors can be the result of not paying attention to the word or trying too
hard to come up with a f ancier word when a simple one is appropriate. A thesaurus can be a
handy tool when you're trying to f ind a word that's similar to, but more accurate than, the one
you're looking up. However, it can of ten introduce more problems if you use a word thinking it
has exactly the same meaning.
Additional Comment
the base?

Comment 12
How so?

Comment 13
T his is a complex metaphor, but you are pulling it of f well. You keep reminding the reader of
your thesis, which is great.
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Sometimes choosing the correct word to express exactly what you have to say is very dif f icult
to do. Word choice errors can be the result of not paying attention to the word or trying too
hard to come up with a f ancier word when a simple one is appropriate. A thesaurus can be a
handy tool when you're trying to f ind a word that's similar to, but more accurate than, the one
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has exactly the same meaning.
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Verb
Verbs need to be conjugated f or tense and to agree with their subject.
Additional Comment
af ter "resulting in" you need an -ing verb: "resulting in the water gushing out"

QM

WC
Word choice error:
Sometimes choosing the correct word to express exactly what you have to say is very dif f icult
to do. Word choice errors can be the result of not paying attention to the word or trying too
hard to come up with a f ancier word when a simple one is appropriate. A thesaurus can be a
handy tool when you're trying to f ind a word that's similar to, but more accurate than, the one
you're looking up. However, it can of ten introduce more problems if you use a word thinking it
has exactly the same meaning.
Additional Comment
many awards
Award is a countable noun
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Word choice error:
Sometimes choosing the correct word to express exactly what you have to say is very dif f icult
to do. Word choice errors can be the result of not paying attention to the word or trying too
hard to come up with a f ancier word when a simple one is appropriate. A thesaurus can be a
handy tool when you're trying to f ind a word that's similar to, but more accurate than, the one
you're looking up. However, it can of ten introduce more problems if you use a word thinking it

has exactly the same meaning.
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competent?
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Word choice error:
Sometimes choosing the correct word to express exactly what you have to say is very dif f icult
to do. Word choice errors can be the result of not paying attention to the word or trying too
hard to come up with a f ancier word when a simple one is appropriate. A thesaurus can be a
handy tool when you're trying to f ind a word that's similar to, but more accurate than, the one
you're looking up. However, it can of ten introduce more problems if you use a word thinking it
has exactly the same meaning.
Additional Comment
morale
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Verbs need to be conjugated f or tense and to agree with their subject.
Additional Comment
is
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article error
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its?

Comment 20
space

Comment 21
Fantastic! Aaron, you essentially wrote two dif f erent process essays: how to cook Sichuan
noodles, and how to assemble a productive team. I think you could have articulated a bit better
how the weakest members of the team--the noodles--contribute, but overall this was a very
successf ul essay.
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Comment 22
T his f irst line should not be indented.

